Are you Owl Ready?

Owl Ready is the official preparedness and safety app of Florida Atlantic University. It was developed collaboratively between the Department of Emergency Management and the FAU Police Department.

With this dynamic feature-rich mobile application you are able to:

- Emergency and Non-Emergency Contacts: Easily access emergency and non emergency contacts and dial directly from the application.
- Virtual Friend Walk: Recruit friends and family to virtually accompany you on your walk at night
- Report a Safety Concern: See something, say something. Report a safety/security concern to appropriate University officials.
- Mobile Blue Light: Turn your phone into a Mobile Blue Light - Send your location to FAU PD in real-time in case of a crisis
- Access Emergency Guides: Easily access emergency guides for a variety of situations
- View Current Weather: Obtain current weather updates for all of FAU locations
- Language Translation: Easily translate words, phrases, and web pages.
Get up to date weather information for all FAU Campuses on the Owl Ready App.
ARE YOU OWL READY?

FAU Emergency Alerts

Stay up to date with all FAU Emergency Alerts via the OWL Ready App!
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Mobile Blue Light

Send your location to FAU PD in real-time during emergency situations.
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Virtual Friend Walk

Have a friend or FAU PD monitor your walk to make sure you get to your destination safely.